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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: April 30, 2019—9:30 AM EDT]  Global equity markets are generally mixed this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is down 0.1% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

was down 0.6% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai composite 

up 0.5% and the Shenzhen index up 0.7%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a flat open. 

With 238 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q4 earnings stand at $38.30, higher than the 

$37.29 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 2.0% decrease from Q1 2018 earnings.  

Thus far this quarter, 78.2% of the companies reported earnings above forecast, while 16.4% 

reported earnings below forecast. 

 

As we bid goodbye to April, there’s a new emperor in Japan and the IS leader re-emerges.  

China’s PMI data (see below) came in a bit light.1  On the other hand, Europe’s GDP came in 

better than expected.2  Here is what we are watching: 

 

Spanish elections, some thoughts: The center-left has struggled in Europe recently, so the 

improved fortunes in Spain have raised some hopes of a recovery.  Here is what we noticed.  

First, a key factor in the Socialists’ resurgence was a fracture on the right.  The center-right lost 

votes to Vox, the hard-right anti-immigrant party.3  Centrist parties have struggled with the rise 

of populism in recent years; for example, in Germany, the AfD has made strides against the CDU 

and has been pulling the CDU in a rightward direction.  The Popular Party in Spain tried to hold 

on by moving to the right but the gambit failed.  The Socialists were better able to maintain 

solidarity, mostly by suggesting that not voting for the center-left was implicit support for Vox.4  

The problem is that this outcome was probably unique to Spain and may have been an accident 

of timing and may not be repeatable.  In other words, there doesn’t appear to be anything 

magical about what Sanchez did to win; he may have simply gotten lucky.  Second, Sanchez did 

offer a more leftist platform, calling for a reversal of austerity and a higher minimum wage.  So, 

in essence, his win was due to the right fracturing and a shift to more populist positions.  Without 

the first, the second probably wouldn’t have mattered.  

                                                 
1 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-economy-pmi-manufacturing-offic/china-april-factory-growth-
unexpectedly-slows-as-economy-struggles-for-traction-
idUSKCN1S602V?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream
=business 
2 https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2019/apr/30/eurozone-gdp-french-economy-grows-by-03-business-
live 
3 https://www.ft.com/content/237a0924-6a2b-11e9-a9a5-351eeaef6d84?wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1 
4 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/apr/29/far-right-podemos-spain-socialists-
vox?wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1 
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The return of Baghdadi: The leader of Islamic State (which, in reality, no longer exists) was 

seen in a video released by the group yesterday.  This is the first time in five years that he has 

been seen in this format.  Although there have been rumors of his demise, he appears to be on 

this side of the earthly pale.5  IS has lost its caliphate, but it is rapidly becoming a global terrorist 

organization, similar to al Qaeda.6  This will require different tactics compared to attacking a 

specific land target; look for the same strategies that were used against al Qaeda to be applied 

here, such as tracking money flows and counterterrorist activities. 

 

Infrastructure?  Senate Minority Leader Schumer and Speaker Pelosi are scheduled to meet 

with President Trump to discuss infrastructure.7  Although infrastructure spending is attractive in 

the abstract, we haven’t seen much action on this issue because the two parties are divided on 

their methods of achieving public investment.  Initially, the administration wanted public/private 

partnerships to fund infrastructure spending.  Unfortunately, opportunities for large projects with 

such mechanisms are limited because a steady stream of revenue must be generated in order for 

them to work.  Much of public investment does not generate direct cash flows.  President Trump 

is said to favor direct public investment as do Pelosi and Schumer.8  However, the latter want to 

force the president to raise taxes to fund the project, which is a non-starter as 2020 looms.  In 

addition, Trump’s position is at odds with GOP legislators, who want to spend less, not more, 

especially with the debt ceiling looming in the fall.9  So, we expect a lot of media coverage but 

see little chance of progress. 

 

Oil bounce: Oil prices are lifting today on reports that Saudi Arabia wants to extend production 

cuts into year-end.10  Meanwhile, Iran has indicated it will ignore U.S. sanctions and continue to 

export oil by evading such measures.11 

 

A peace accord between Kosovo and Serbia: Two decades after a conflict that led to the 

separation of Kosovo from Serbia, the two sides are nearing an accord in which the latter will 

formally recognize the existence of the former.12  If a deal can be reached, it would create 

conditions where Serbia could potentially join the EU.  It would also mean Serbia no longer 

blocks Kosovo from joining the UN.  Still, a deal isn’t certain.  To make it work, there may need 

                                                 
5 https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/isis-leader-baghdadi-appears-in-a-video-for-the-first-time-
in-five-years/2019/04/29/a82611d4-6a9b-11e9-bbe7-
1c798fb80536_story.html?utm_term=.77707b2c1321&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1 
6 https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/04/29/the-post-caliphate-caliph/?wpmm=1&wpisrc=nl_todayworld 
7 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-chamber-fixing-infrastructure-could-turbocharge-economy-185433052.html 
8 https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/amid-oversight-clash-democrats-pitch-trump-on-big-and-bold-
infrastructure-bill/2019/04/29/596b6ede-6a98-11e9-8f44-e8d8bb1df986_story.html?utm_term=.61303d5a877e 
9 https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/441066-trump-on-collision-course-with-mcconnell-on-spending 
10 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-oil/oil-prices-firm-as-saudi-arabia-says-opec-may-extend-supply-
cuts-idUSKCN1S6022 
11 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-oil/iran-to-keep-exporting-crude-oil-despite-u-s-pressure-iran-
president-idUSKCN1S60B1 
12 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/29/world/europe/kosovo-
serbia.html?emc=edit_MBE_p_20190430&nl=morning-
briefing&nlid=5677267tion%3DtopNews&section=topNews&te=1 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/isis-leader-baghdadi-appears-in-a-video-for-the-first-time-in-five-years/2019/04/29/a82611d4-6a9b-11e9-bbe7-1c798fb80536_story.html?utm_term=.77707b2c1321&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1
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to be a swap of land, which is fraught with risk.13  And, Russia would not be keen on Serbia 

joining the EU and perhaps being pulled from its orbit.   

 

Equities and flows: Although equity markets continue to grind higher, flows from investors 

continue to move in the opposite direction.  Lipper reports that both equity ETFs and mutual 

funds reported outflows last week, while fixed income enjoyed new flows.14 

 

Reflections on serial defaulters: There are some nations that engage in sovereign defaults on a 

seemingly regular basis.  Argentina is the most notable but isn’t alone.  Early in my career,15 I 

worked as a country risk analyst and had a front row seat to the latter stages of the Latin 

American debt workout.  I was part of a massive debt/equity swap program that saw my 

commercial bank shed hundreds of millions of non-performing sovereign loans.  As the process 

wound down, I remember thinking that these defaulters would be denied access to the credit 

markets for decades.  Yet, in less than five years, most of them were borrowing again.  Although 

I had chalked up that development to P.T. Barnum’s observation that “a sucker is born every 

minute,” it turns out there is good reason to invest in the “borrow, default, return” cycle.  A 

recent paper by Josefin Meyer, Carmen Reinhart and Christoph Trebesch supports the idea that it 

is profitable to lend to serial defaulters.16  However, as one would expect, such lending carries 

much higher risk.17  The trick is to get a return commensurate with the risk, which usually means 

putting money in the country when it is in its most dire state. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases 
 

The employment cost index for Q1 came in line with expectations, rising 0.7% from the prior 

quarter. 

 

                                                 
13 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/world/europe/kosovo-partition-aleksandar-
vucic.html?emc=edit_MBE_p_20190430&module=inline&nl=morning-
briefing&nlid=5677267&section=topNews&te=1 
14 http://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2019/04/lipper-u-s-weekly-fundflows-insight-report-funds-take-in-net-new-
money-paced-by-bond-
funds/?utm_source=Eloqua&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=00008DM_NewsletterLipperAlphaInsightFundI
nsightsWeekly_Other&utm_content=Newsletter_FundsWeekly_29April2019&elqTrackId=f87f2ba465fc44cfa3d39d
b1a68f9097&elq=bb3eb132bdcc4a4fa627db4af3d8d2f6&elqaid=46161&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=166&stream=bu
siness 
15 Obviously, this is referencing Bill, not Thomas. 
16 http://papers.nber.org/tmp/3712-w25543.pdf 
17 https://ftalphaville.ft.com/2019/04/30/1556614127000/Why-investors-keep-coming-back-to-Argentina/ 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/world/europe/kosovo-partition-aleksandar-vucic.html?emc=edit_MBE_p_20190430&module=inline&nl=morning-briefing&nlid=5677267&section=topNews&te=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/world/europe/kosovo-partition-aleksandar-vucic.html?emc=edit_MBE_p_20190430&module=inline&nl=morning-briefing&nlid=5677267&section=topNews&te=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/world/europe/kosovo-partition-aleksandar-vucic.html?emc=edit_MBE_p_20190430&module=inline&nl=morning-briefing&nlid=5677267&section=topNews&te=1
http://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2019/04/lipper-u-s-weekly-fundflows-insight-report-funds-take-in-net-new-money-paced-by-bond-funds/?utm_source=Eloqua&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=00008DM_NewsletterLipperAlphaInsightFundInsightsWeekly_Other&utm_content=Newsletter_FundsWeekly_29April2019&elqTrackId=f87f2ba465fc44cfa3d39db1a68f9097&elq=bb3eb132bdcc4a4fa627db4af3d8d2f6&elqaid=46161&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=166&stream=business
http://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2019/04/lipper-u-s-weekly-fundflows-insight-report-funds-take-in-net-new-money-paced-by-bond-funds/?utm_source=Eloqua&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=00008DM_NewsletterLipperAlphaInsightFundInsightsWeekly_Other&utm_content=Newsletter_FundsWeekly_29April2019&elqTrackId=f87f2ba465fc44cfa3d39db1a68f9097&elq=bb3eb132bdcc4a4fa627db4af3d8d2f6&elqaid=46161&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=166&stream=business
http://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2019/04/lipper-u-s-weekly-fundflows-insight-report-funds-take-in-net-new-money-paced-by-bond-funds/?utm_source=Eloqua&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=00008DM_NewsletterLipperAlphaInsightFundInsightsWeekly_Other&utm_content=Newsletter_FundsWeekly_29April2019&elqTrackId=f87f2ba465fc44cfa3d39db1a68f9097&elq=bb3eb132bdcc4a4fa627db4af3d8d2f6&elqaid=46161&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=166&stream=business
http://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2019/04/lipper-u-s-weekly-fundflows-insight-report-funds-take-in-net-new-money-paced-by-bond-funds/?utm_source=Eloqua&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=00008DM_NewsletterLipperAlphaInsightFundInsightsWeekly_Other&utm_content=Newsletter_FundsWeekly_29April2019&elqTrackId=f87f2ba465fc44cfa3d39db1a68f9097&elq=bb3eb132bdcc4a4fa627db4af3d8d2f6&elqaid=46161&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=166&stream=business
http://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2019/04/lipper-u-s-weekly-fundflows-insight-report-funds-take-in-net-new-money-paced-by-bond-funds/?utm_source=Eloqua&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=00008DM_NewsletterLipperAlphaInsightFundInsightsWeekly_Other&utm_content=Newsletter_FundsWeekly_29April2019&elqTrackId=f87f2ba465fc44cfa3d39db1a68f9097&elq=bb3eb132bdcc4a4fa627db4af3d8d2f6&elqaid=46161&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=166&stream=business
http://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2019/04/lipper-u-s-weekly-fundflows-insight-report-funds-take-in-net-new-money-paced-by-bond-funds/?utm_source=Eloqua&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=00008DM_NewsletterLipperAlphaInsightFundInsightsWeekly_Other&utm_content=Newsletter_FundsWeekly_29April2019&elqTrackId=f87f2ba465fc44cfa3d39db1a68f9097&elq=bb3eb132bdcc4a4fa627db4af3d8d2f6&elqaid=46161&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=166&stream=business
http://papers.nber.org/tmp/3712-w25543.pdf
https://ftalphaville.ft.com/2019/04/30/1556614127000/Why-investors-keep-coming-back-to-Argentina/
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The chart above shows the year-over-year change of the employment cost index, which rose 

2.8% from the prior year.  Since the financial crisis, the ECI has been relatively weak, remaining 

below its historical average of 3.0% for over a decade.  An ECI approaching its historical 

average would confirm that the labor market is tightening. 

 

The S&P CoreLogic CS 20-City Home Price Index came in above expectations at 3.00% 

compared to the forecast rise of 2.95% from the prior year.  The prior report was revised from 

3.58% to 3.51%.  The S&P CoreLogic CS U.S. Home Price Index rose by 4.01% from the prior 

year.   
 

 
  
The chart above shows the year-over-year change in the S&P CoreLogic CS 20-City Home Price 

Index.  The HPI continues to lose steam, likely as a result of higher interest rates weighing on 

demand for homes.   
 

The table below shows the economic releases scheduled for the rest of the day. 
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EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 MNI Chicago PMI m/m apr 58.5 58.7 **

10:00 Pending Home Sales m/m mar 1.5% -1.0% **

10:00 Pending Home Sales y/y mar -4.0% -5.0% **

10:00 Conference Board Consumer Confidence m/m apr 126.8 124.1 ***

10:00 Conference Board Present Situation m/m apr 160.6 **

10:00 Conference Board Expectations m/m apr 99.8 **

Fed speakers or events

Economic Releases

No speakers or events scheduled  
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Composite PMI m/m apr 53.4 54.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

Manufacturing PMI m/m apr 50.1 50.5 50.5 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Non-manufacturing PMI m/m apr 54.3 54.8 54.9 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Caixin China PMI Mfg m/m apr 50.2 50.8 50.9 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Australia ANZ Roy Morgan Weekly Consumption y/y apr 117.6 119.5 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Private Sector Credit y/y mar 3.9% 4.2% 4.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand ANZ Activity Outlook y/y apr 7.1 6.3 ** Equity and bond neutral

ANZ Business Confidence y/y apr -37.5 -38.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone Unemployment Rate m/m apr 7.7% 7.8% 7.8% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

GDP m/m apr 1.2% 1.1% 1.3% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Germany Import Price Index y/y mar 1.7% 1.6% 2.1% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

GfK Consumer Confidence m/m apr 10.4 10.4 10.3 ** Equity and bond neutral

Unemployment Change m/m apr 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% *** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Unemployment Rate y/y mar 10.2% 10.7% 10.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI EU Harmonized y/y mar 1.2% 1.1% 1.3% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

CPI NIC incl Tobacco y/y mar 1.1% 1.0% 1.1% *** Equity and bond neutral

GDP y/y 1q 0.1% 0.0% -0.1% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

France Budget Balance y/y apr -40.7 bn -36.9 bn ** Equity and bond neutral

PPI y/y mar 1.9% 2.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

Consumer Spending m/m apr -1.9% -1.8% -1.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

CPI y/y apr 1.2% 1.1% 1.2% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI EU Harmonized y/y apr 1.4% 1.4% 1.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

UK GfK Consumer Confidence m/m apr -13 -13 -13 *** Equity and bond neutral

Lloyds Business Barometer y/y apr 14 10 *** Equity and bond neutral

Switzerland KOF Leading Indicator m/m apr 96.2 97.4 97.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

Russia Markit Russia PMI Mfg m/m feb 51.8 52.8 51.9 ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Canada Bloomberg Nanos Confidence m/m apr 54.9 55.2 ** Equity and bond neutral

Brazil Central Government Budget Balance m/m mar -21.1 bn -18.3 bn -20.6 bn ** Equity bearish, bond bullish  
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Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 258 258 0 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 237 238 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 21 20 1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 240 240 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.53 2.53 0.00 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -31 -31 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 19 18 1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar down Neutral

euro up Up

yen up Neutral

pound up Neutral

franc flat Neutral  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $72.98 $72.04 1.30% Conflict in Venezuela

WTI $64.40 $63.50 1.42%  

Natural Gas $2.61 $2.59 0.77%  

Crack Spread $22.46 $22.05 1.88%

12-mo strip crack $18.70 $18.53 0.90%

Ethanol rack $1.47 $1.46 0.11%

Gold $1,285.84 $1,279.90 0.46%

Silver $15.00 $14.92 0.59%

Copper contract $291.40 $289.70 0.59%

Corn contract 361.25$       361.75$       -0.14%

Wheat contract 432.00$       435.25$       -0.75%

Soybeans contract 862.00$       860.75$       0.15%

Baltic Dry Freight 913 889 24

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 1.5

Gasoline (mb) -1.3

Distillates (mb) -0.8

Refinery run rates (%) 0.50%

Natural gas (bcf)

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show cooler temps for most of the country, with warmer temps 

in the Midwest and southeastern regions.  Precipitation is expected for most of the country.   
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday.  
 

April 26, 2019 
 

One of the age-old problems of analysis is the problem of correlation versus causality.  

Correlations simply show the degree of relation; the range runs from -1 (perfectly negative) to +1 

(perfectly positive).  In any introductory statistics class, the instructor will discuss the difference 

between relation and causality.  Here is an example: 

 

 
(Source: http://tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations) 

 

Although it might be possible to concoct a reason why chicken consumption would be related to 

crude oil imports, in reality, the relationship is spurious.   

 

The advent of cheap computing power has given rise to data mining that allows researchers to 

scan massive amounts of data and find relations.  In fact, some in the tech industry tend to 

believe that theory is unnecessary—simply find the relationships and assume they will continue.  

However, without theory, if the relationship breaks down then there is no way of knowing why it 

fell apart. 

 

This chart has started making the rounds in reports: 

 

http://tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
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This chart shows the 10-year Chinese sovereign yield with the yearly change in the S&P 500 and 

the MSCI World Index.  Casual observation would suggest they are closely related; in fact, the 

correlation between the Chinese bond yield and the MSCI is 66.7% and 72.1% with the S&P 

500.  What’s implied is that developed world stock markets are dependent on Chinese yields.  

One would expect Chinese yields to rise with better growth in China, and this would suggest that 

foreign economies, and thus their markets, depend on Chinese growth.18 

 

Perhaps.  But it is also possible that Chinese interest rates are sensitive to world growth; 

therefore, when the developed world economy does better so does the Chinese economy, and the 

improvement leads to higher yields in China.  In other words, the direction of causality is 

difficult to ascertain. 

 

Often, relationships such as this occur because of some other, unnamed variable.  Consequently, 

in the above case, all three are related to a fourth variable.  Since 2014, for example, Chinese 

bond yields have been closely correlated to the dollar. 

 

                                                 
18 Granger causality testing tends to support the idea that Chinese yields drive equity market performance.  
Although statistically sound, Granger causality testing is atheoretical and thus not necessarily causal. 
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On this chart, the JPM Dollar Index is shown on an inverted scale.  When the dollar strengthens, 

Chinese yields tend to fall; during periods of dollar weakness, the CNY yields rise.  Since China 

tends to manage the CNY/USD rate, it’s plausible that when the dollar weakens China enjoys the 

benefits of that weakness by allowing the CNY to weaken as well.  A weaker currency boosts 

China’s exports and leads to higher interest rates.  And, a weaker dollar tends to support both the 

above stock indices.  Therefore, the dollar’s impact probably explains the relationship between 

Chinese bond yields and developed market equities. 

 

Finally, one last word of caution.  In regression analysis, the dependent variable = intercept + 

independent variable + error term.  The error term, in theory, contains a myriad of variables that 

we assume, under the majority of circumstances, balance each other out and thus allow for the 

model to be stable.  In reality, the variables not specifically delineated in the error term can 

emerge and affect the dependent variable; sometimes this occurs only for a short time but can 

make forecasting a challenge.  Given the short history of the above, it is possible that conditions 

could change and the relationship completely breaks down.  Thus, the moral of the story is that 

conditions do change and investors need to be cognizant of that fact and try to adjust 

accordingly.  And, one needs to be careful of seemingly clear charts. 

    

 

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 4/29/2019 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 4/29/2019 close) 

 

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0%

Cash

US Government Bond

Commodities

US Corporate Bond

US High Yield

Emerging Markets (local currency)

Emerging Markets ($)

Foreign Developed ($)

Real Estate

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Large Cap

Small Cap
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YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

  
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index),Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 
 

April 25, 2019 
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P/E as of 4/23/2019 = 18.7x

 
 

Based on our methodology,19 the current P/E is 18.7x, up 0.1x from last week.  Rising index 

values led to the rise in the P/E. 
 
 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

                                                 
19 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q3 and Q4) and two estimates (Q1 and Q2). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


